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MANAGEMENT PLAN SUMMARY 
DESCRIPTION 
This plan addresses the management of Lloyds Coppice, a large area of ancient 
semi-natural woodland north of the River Severn between Ironbridge and Coalport 
and a key part of SGCT's landholding. 
 
Lloyds Coppice is geologically unstable, with much natural land movement 
reinforced by a long history of mineral working. 
 
Tree cover is dense and the woodland stand types vary throughout Lloyds Coppice.  
Small areas of acidic grassland and an open pool are also present.  The site has 
high ecological and landscape value and is an important link to other areas of 
local countryside. 
 
Dense housing adjoins the site to the north. 
 
The access network is most dense in the eastern quarter which also contains 
remains of mining structures and the site of an old hall. 
 
The history of the site shows many phases of woodland clearance, mineral working 
and replanting, with substantial clear fellings at both World Wars. 
 
A network of coppice coups was cut in the period 1981-91.  More recently, access 
work, conservation of mining remains and felling of small areas of plantation 
have also taken place. 
 
A range of human and natural / semi-natural factors that influence Lloyds 
Coppice are identified. 
 
Evaluation of the site emphasises its high value for nature conservation and 
identifies woodland management as the key issue likely to determine this value 
in the long term.  The future of the recent coppice plots and the 
recommendations of earlier reports and assessments are discussed.  The 
principles of selection and continuous cover woodland management systems 
recommended in previous reports, are identified as generally appropriate with 
suitable consideration of the very complex and particular nature of Lloyds 
Coppice. 
 
The high landscape value of Lloyds Coppice in the wider setting of the Gorge is 
noted, as is the absence of views out from or over the woodland from the north. 
 
The cultural value of the site stems from the strong influence of natural 
geological processes and different phases of mining and settlement, some of 
which are evident in existing remains in the eastern quarter.  The access 
network is largely used by local people.  Potential may exist to enhance a 
Blists Hill / Silkin Way to Lloyds Riverside link, subject to many planning, 
funding and environmental issues being resolved. 
 



The main characteristics of Lloyds Coppice are identified as; 
*  Extensive ancient semi-natural woodland with varied stand type and 
 structure 
*  Massive geological instability 
* Ecological value  
*  Archaeological and cultural value      
*  Landscape value - internal and external 
*  Public access via footpath network 
* Small areas of grassland and woodland pool 
* Presence of invasive and exotic species in certain areas 
 
Objectives for management and a series of limits for monitoring these main 
characteristics are outlined.  The site is evaluated for nature conservation, 
landscape, cultural value, access and interpretation potential.  Management 
proposals are outlined which aim to balance Lloyds Coppice's characteristics and 
the factors that affect them with the Trust's management objectives for the 
site. 
 
 
 
 



MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS; 
WOODLAND 
Objective - maintain mixed broadleaf woodland throughout existing woodland areas 
of Lloyds Coppice 
 
EASTERN QUARTER 
*  Carry out woodland thinning to transform stands to mixed size / species 
 distribution 
* Reduce proportion of immature sycamore 
* Use low impact harvesting methods to move timber from accessible areas 
*  Restock gaps where necessary with locally-sourced planting stock 
* Restock felled plantation areas by natural regeneration or planting 
 
NORTHERN SLOPE 
* Minimum intervention, with future small-scale group felling and restocking 
 if required 
 
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN SLOPES 
* Establish botanical survey method and carry out survey 
* Carry out trial singling work in oldest accessible coppice plots as first 
 stage in transformation to high forest 
* Use low impact harvesting methods to move timber from accessible areas 
* Monitor and evaluate results 
* Extend singling to other coppice plots if appropriate 
* Manage inaccessible coppice plots as minimum intervention areas 
 
POOL 
Objective - conserve existing woodland pool at Lloyds Coppice. 
*  Pollard / coppice willow and alder around pool 
*  Remove encroaching / emergent vegetation from pool 
 
ACIDIC GRASSLAND 
Objective - conserve existing acidic grassland glades at Lloyds Coppice  
*  prevent scrub invasion by regular cutting and removal of material 
 
ACCESS 
Objective - manage existing network within Lloyds Coppice. 
*  maintain existing surfaces, corridors, landscape furniture 
*  liaise with highway authority on potential east-west strategic path link 
 through eastern quarter of Lloyds Coppice (long-term objective) 
 
CULTURAL VALUE 
Objective - manage the cultural value of Lloyds Coppice to record origins, 
development and land use history and conserve appropriate physical remains. 
*  Plan, cost and seek funding for conservation works on cave store remains 
*  Research former hall history with local interests 
*  Prepare geological note on Lloyds Coppice rotational slip with Shropshire 
 Geological Society 
* Liaise with IGMT Archaeological Unit on all relevant conservation issues 
 
LANDSCAPE VALUE 
Objective - manage landscape of Lloyds Coppice to maintain its internal and 
external landscape value. 
*  Minimise canopy and skyline disturbance in woodland management work. 
*  Enhance path corridors in eastern quarter during thinning work 
*  Re-open viewpoint from north-eastern plateau. 
 
INVASIVE SPECIES  
Objective - reduce extent of Japanese Knotweed and control recolonisation 
*  Monitor extent of Japanese Knotweed 
*  Continue cutting / herbicide programme as necessary   



 
POTENTIAL FOR INTERPRETATION 
Objective - convey the environmental and historical significance of Lloyds 
Coppice, provide a sense of welcome and accessibility.   
*  Research, plan, design and install interpretive material for the Engine 
 House site 
*  Research, plan, design and install interpretive material for the Hall site 
 and cave stores 
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1.0 DESCRIPTION 
 
Lloyds Coppice is approximately 40 ha. of woodland on the steep slopes above the 
north bank of the River Severn, between Ironbridge and Coalport.  It was part of 
the once very extensive forests on the steep banks of the Severn within the 
ancient manor of Madeley.  It was probably part of the Wenlock Priory estates 
from the 13th to 16th centuries.  Though all of the area is classed as ancient 
semi-natural woodland, much of the existing tree cover, particularly on the 
lower slopes, is relatively young, being the regrowth from two phases of felling 
before the First World War and during the Second World War. 
 
The local geology is Coal Measures clays and sandstones.  A massive rotational 
slip fundamentally influences the site.  This involves heavy, waterlogged clays 
slumping downhill, towards the undercut river bank below.  It creates a diverse 
and unusual landform, with steep sheer faces at the back of the slope and 
irregular platforms of slumped land, full of springs and wet flushes. 
 
This natural land movement has been hastened and reinforced by several centuries 
of mining activity in the area, chiefly the working of coal and ironstone from 
1750 onwards by the Madeley Wood Company. 
 
An area at the eastern corner of Lloyds Coppice was the site of Madeley Wood 
Hall, a 19th century manor house of the Anstices, a family of local 
industrialists - see Appendix plan 4.  Foundations and some structures still 
remain in this area together with certain semi-formal vegetation and garden 
escape species that contrast with the semi-natural vegetation throughout the 
remainder of Lloyds Coppice. 
 
The tree cover throughout Lloyds Coppice is highly varied.  Ash and (young) elm 
is common, with other areas dominated by alder, sycamore, hornbeam, cherry, 
poplar and sweet chestnut.  On the more acidic mine spoil, birch and oak feature 
strongly.  Less common species such as field maple, small-leaved lime and wild 
service are found in relatively small numbers throughout the wood. 
 
Though the site is predominantly woodland, small areas of acidic grassland are 
present in the south west and there is a woodland pool in the central section. 
   
The entire Lloyds Coppice site is designated by the Shropshire Wildlife Trust 
(SWT) as a Wildlife Site (non-statutory designation, formerly known as Prime 
Site for Nature Conservation), reflecting its significance for nature 
conservation at a county level.  Its high ecological value stems from its size, 
its value as a link to other Severn Gorge woodlands, the unusual mixture of 
woodland stand types and ground flora and their relationship with highly 
variable soil and water conditions.  The area also contains several plant 
species which are characteristic ancient woodland indicators. 
 
Lloyds Coppice is bounded north by dense housing separated from the edge of the 
northern scarp slope by a strip of plantation woodland owned by Telford and 
Wrekin Council, to the west by former spoil tips, private gardens and woodland, 
to the south by the Lloyds Road and to the east by private land and the Coalport 
Road. 
 
The eastern quarter of Lloyds Coppice has a fairly dense footpath network, but 
the remainder of the site has only one main footpath route (non-definitive) 
which runs east-west through the lower slopes of the woodland.   
The upper edge of the northern slope has many informal access points from the 
plantation strip between Lloyds Coppice and the housing area. 
 
As with virtually all SGCT holdings, the freehold of the area is owned by 
Telford and Wrekin Council but leased for 999 years to SGCT who are solely 
responsible for its management. 



 
All of Lloyds Coppice is within the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site and the 
Ironbridge Gorge Conservation Area.  It has also been included in Telford and 
Wrekin Council's Green Network.  The area is within the Gorge Parish. 
 
The area is included on the Register of Derelict Land notified to the DETR. 
  
An underground gas main runs through the eastern section of the site and 
overhead power cables are present in the south eastern and south western 
sections.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2.0 PAST AND CURRENT MANAGEMENT 
 
Early Domesday records show the Madeley area as being heavily wooded.  Later 
13th and 14th century records and place name evidence suggests that this 
extensive woodland cover included Lloyds Coppice at its southern end, through to 
the Madeley Court area further north. 
 
The manor of Madeley was owned by Wenlock Priory from the 13th century, then by 
the Crown following dissolution.  It was then bought by the Brook family who 
retained ownership until 1702.  By 1780, after a series of sales and purchases, 
it was owned by Richard Reynolds, along with the rest of the entire former 
manor, including the Lloyds and Coalbrookdale Coppices. 
 
An 18th century survey showed the Lloyds as part of an extensive area of 
'waste', with scattered clumps of trees.  Many 18th/19th century documents 
detail the clay and ironstone mining activities taking place within the Lloyds.  
By 1840 the Tithe Map of Madeley Parish showed the Lloyds as two distinct 
woodland blocks separated by open land and the lower slope also cleared of trees 
around mining sites.  By 1882, the woodland area had extended but an open 
central area remained. 
 
It is suggested (Wiggins, 1986) that various phases of woodland management may 
have occurred through the 19th and early 20th century, though mining activity 
seemed to take precedence.  This woodland activity included coppicing, 
particularly in the central mid-slope area and probably the planting of black 
Italian poplar in the 19th century.  The woodland on the steeper slopes appears 
to have escaped the 20th century overall fellings, evidenced by the presence of 
old yews and oaks. 
 
The eastern section of the woodland, formerly occupied by the Hall, contained 
until recently small blocks of hybrid poplar and western red cedar, probably 
dating from the mid 1960s or 1970s.  These have been felled as part of the 
woodland management scheme for the area, with the introduction of restocking the 
felled areas with broadleaves. 
 
During the period of ownership by Telford Development Corporation (TDC), the 
chief woodland management activity was the creation of a series of coppice 
coups, cut from approximately 1981 to 1991.  The decision to apply a traditional 
coppice system appears to have been stimulated by several factors, namely; 
1.   As a response to the decline of the local nightingale population, which 
typically uses the thicket stage of coppice regrowth.  Nightingales were last 
recorded in the general Lloyds area (the riverside scrub south of the Coppice 
and Lloyds Road) in 1973.  The area had previously been notable as one of the 
most northerly sites in England to support the nightingale.  However the early 
1970s saw a south-eastwards retreat of the nightingales’ northern limit, right 
across its national range, so that today the closest recorded site is near 
Evesham.  The exact reasons for this change are unclear but may be linked to 
climatic factors.  It is important to note that this retreat in the species 
range is not simply a local issue.   
2.  The interest of TDC in reinstating woodland management to the Gorge 
woodlands. 
3.  The availability of a local workforce through MSC sponsored projects and 
the interest of the then newly-formed Green Wood Trust in promoting the use of 
local, green timber. 
4. The hope that coppicing would produce or restore a species-rich ground 
flora. 
 
The coppicing programme created a series of relatively small coups which are 
shown on Appendix plan 3. 
 



Other TDC / MSC work included the formalisation of certain footpath routes in 
the eastern quarter of the wood and some unrecorded and apparently unplanned 
work on the former pumping engine site. 
 
Since the transfer of the land to SGCT, management work has included a range of 
operations and projects, listed as Appendix 1, Management Work Record. 
 
The entire SGCT area of Lloyds Coppice is entered into a Woodland Grant Scheme 
(WGS) contract with the Forestry Commission (Forestry Commission scheme no. 
0213000878, 1995-2000).  All work has been carried out using local contractors 
and through projects with the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV). 



3.0 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF LLOYDS COPPICE 
 
*  Extensive ancient semi natural woodland with varied stand type and 
 structure 
*  Massive geological instability 
*  Ecological value  
*  Archaeological and cultural value      
*  Landscape value - internal and external 
*  Public access via footpath network 
* Small areas of grassland and small woodland pool 
* Presence of invasive and exotic species in certain areas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.0 CONTEXT  
 
Lloyds Coppice is a key part of the SGCT landholding and of the wider local 
landscape.  At nearly 40ha., it is the largest single woodland area on the north 
bank of the valley through the Gorge.  After Benthall Edge, it is the second 
largest individual woodland site managed by SGCT. 
 
Its size and location makes it an important feature of the wooded valley-side 
landscape and it is close to dense housing areas on the northern scarp, around 
Lees Farm and south Madeley generally. 
 
Ancient semi-natural woodland, open water and acidic grassland are key habitats 
in both the Telford and Wrekin and Shropshire County Biodiversity Challenge 
programmes.     
 
Lloyds Coppice is a key link westwards to the Crostan (secondary woodland, 
heathland, grassland and scrub), eastwards to Lee Dingle and Blists Hill 
(woodland) and southwards to the secondary woodland and scrub along the river 
bank. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5.0 FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE OR MAY INFLUENCE THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LLOYDS COPPICE 
 
A range of factors influence the future of an area of land such as Lloyds 
Coppice.  Some relate to the natural or semi-natural factors that affect the 
site, others are a result of the way people use or have used the site.  They 
include;  
 
*  SGCT's aims and management for the site 
 
*  Natural / semi-natural factors 
 ~ succession 
 ~ geological instability and resulting changes in soils and hydrology 
 
*  Human factors  
 ~ mining and previous phases of woodland management 
 ~ litter and dumping household/garden waste 
 ~ use of path network 
 ~ wayleave cutting by power company 
 ~ colonisation by introduced species 
 
 



6.0 EVALUATION 
 
6.1 Nature conservation 
Lloyds Coppice has extensive ancient semi-natural woodland communities with many 
indicator species present, such as small-leaved lime, wild service tree, wood 
anemone and wood sorrel.  The woodlands are complex in terms of their structure, 
with a diversity of stand types and age classes present.  The area does not 
carry any statutory nature conservation designation but has been identified as a 
Wildlife Site and is included in Telford and Wrekin Council's Green Network. 
 
Lloyds Coppice contains three key habitats identified in local Biodiversity 
Challenge documents, principally ancient semi-natural woodland, small areas of 
acidic grassland and open water.  The presence of highly invasive species, 
particularly Japanese Knotweed, in and around the site, maintains the risk of 
further and rapid colonisation. 
 
The unusual and combined effects of human and natural disturbance of land have 
also created a complex series of smaller habitats within the general woodland 
area.  These include wet flushes and gullies, ephemeral pools and streams that 
are strongly affected by localised land movement and rainfall levels. 
 
Woodland management 
The principal issue to address in this plan in terms of nature conservation, but 
also other site values such as landscape, is the future management of the 
ancient semi-natural woodland in Lloyds Coppice.  The current and future value 
for nature conservation of the regenerating coppice coups, cut during the 1980s 
is an integral part of this issue. 
 
An assessment of the coppice plots, undertaken by SWT in 1994, concluded that 
though there was successful regrowth of coppice stems throughout the coups, 
there was no increase in diversity of the woodland ground flora.  The post-
coppicing burgeoning of bramble and pendulous sedge, reported in the 1994 
assessment, is not surprising - both of these species respond rapidly to 
woodland clearance on damp and fertile sites and will almost certainly have been 
part of the woodland flora in Lloyds Coppice for many years, with its long and 
chequered history of cutting, clearance, disturbance, replanting and regrowth.  
 
The report suggested that there was little purpose in continuing a coppice 
regime in the 1980s coups or extending the coppice programme within the 
woodland, but that the woodland management regimes outlined in an earlier 1992 
report by Wolverhampton University (WU) should be implemented.  These regimes 
are, in summary; 
 
1. ' Limited intervention' in the ash / alder and ash / sycamore stands, 
which constitute perhaps 40% of the woodland area.  This would involve no 
management input except the removal, where feasible of 'alien' species, in this 
case sycamore.  
 
2.  Either limited intervention (as above), or 'continuous cover high forest 
management... along the lines of the selection system', in the ash / sycamore 
stands, which occupy approximately 20% of the woodland area.  (High forest 
management involves growing on trees to maturity, rather than cutting them at a 
relatively young age in a coppice system.  It generally involves rotation 
lengths, depending on species, of 60 - 120 years).  The advice is that limited 
intervention be applied to the inaccessible areas and high forest to any areas 
which can be worked with appropriate equipment.   
 
3.  'Selection system' management of the oak and birch dominated areas, which 
occupy around 50% of the woodland area. 
 



The sometimes confusing and interchangeable recommendation of different woodland 
management systems, and its acceptance and repetition in later assessment work 
is a problem.  It serves to cloud some of the important practical issues 
involved with the long-term management of the woodlands at Lloyds Coppice. 
 
Selection and continuous cover principles have become accepted in recent years 
as a means of changing, over time, the reliance of forest management on simple 
but potentially damaging and intrusive plant-thin-clearfell systems.  They have 
effectively become seen as potential alternative approaches to clearfelling (see 
Appendix B). 
 
The guiding principles of these alternative systems could be usefully applied to 
Lloyds Coppice, with suitable modification to respect the very particular local 
conditions and characteristics.  The stage at which these principles are 
implemented is also a key issue, particularly in the case of the more accessible 
sections of the 1981-91 coppice coups. 
 
For the purposes of this plan, the woodland area has been allocated into three 
broad zones, based on the main tree species and woodland types within them.  
This will enable some of the principles of the WU recommendations to be 
translated into practical and appropriate management, to conserve the main 
values of the site and respect its special characteristics.  
 
These zones are outlined below; 
1.  Eastern quarter 
  Much secondary woodland, areas of recent plantation, small glades, high 
cultural / archaeological / historic value through presence of hall and mining 
remains.  Mixed tree species with varying levels of oak, birch, sycamore, ash 
and occasional wild service / lime. 
 
2.  Northern slope  
 Steep terrain at back wall of rotational slip.  Contains the oldest 
woodland at Lloyds Coppice.  Much oak and birch, with yew, groups of cherry, 
occasional wild service.   
 
3.  Central and Southern slopes 
 Undulating ground, with many areas of wet flush and waterlogging on the 
main slip terraces.  Wide range of tree species including oak, birch, ash, 
alder, sycamore, cherry, willow, hornbeam and occasional wild service, lime etc.  
Includes the 1981-91 coppice coups.  Also contains woodland pool and acidic 
grassland.   
 



Other nature conservation characteristics 
The large scale geological instability of the site is a distinctive and 
technically interesting natural feature of Lloyds Coppice and certain other 
sections of the Gorge.  The associations between land movement, resulting soil 
and hydrological variations and the ecological patterns in turn associated with 
them are particularly unusual and distinctive. 
 
Lloyds Coppice is a large and important link between the Crostan and Blists Hill 
woodlands and to the riverside scrub and secondary woodland at The Lloyds 
 
Recent survey work has shown modest breeding bird activity with no rare or 
endangered species present and good amphibian value in the pool. 
 
Muntjac are present in Lloyds Coppice, particularly in the western / central 
sections of woodland.  Though unlikely to be present in great numbers, their 
presence may require that restocking or replanting is protected against 
browsing. 
   
6.2 Landscape 
Lloyds Coppice is a major landscape component on the north bank of the 
Ironbridge Gorge.  The sweeping, heavily wooded valley slopes contribute to the 
sense of enclosure in the main gorge.  The slopes of Lloyds Coppice are highly 
visible from central Ironbridge and Jackfield and from The Calcutts and the 
rights of way above Corbett’s Dingle. 
 
The internal landscape value of Lloyds Coppice is varied.  In the eastern 
quarter, wider paths and thinning have created more open routes with views into 
the woodland edges.  In contrast, the east-west footpath corridor is narrow and 
enclosed with heavy woodland cover along most of its length. 
 
Views out from the woodland are virtually non-existent.  The former viewpoint on 
the north-eastern scarp edge, which gave dramatic views southwards out across 
the canopy of the Lloyds to Jackfield, Preenshead, Corbett’s Dingle and The 
Calcutts has become obscured by tree growth at the northern woodland edge. 
 
Appendix C, an extract from a recent landscape assessment commissioned by SGCT, 
gives an independent account of the landscape issues associated with Lloyds 
Coppice and landscape management recommendations. 
   
6.3 Cultural value 
The physical landform of Lloyds Coppice has been shaped by natural geological 
processes and by several phases of human activity and development.  Both of 
these factors add to the cultural value of the site. 
 
The unusual geology of the site is a distinctive characteristic of Lloyds 
Coppice.  Though much of the site is unsuited to regular or widespread 
educational use or access, it does have technical and scientific value as a 
well-developed example of localised rotational slip. 
 
The human history of the site, dominated by mining and movement of minerals is 
perhaps a more immediate issue for site users or others with an interest in the 
area.   
 
In the eastern quarter, well conserved and visible remains of mining structures 
remain, particularly the Engine House site.  In the central and southern areas, 
other less distinctive remains are still traceable though the terrain here is 
usually more difficult. 
 
The former hall site and the remains of the cave stores are visible in the far 
eastern section, together with a series of garden-escape and formal plant 
species that link back to the former hall and its grounds. 



 
The northern slopes of the woodland are very close to the housing area along the 
Lees Farm plateau.  Though the woodland boundary is fenced, good use is made of 
the access points provided there, mainly apparently by local children who seem 
to play in certain parts of the wooded slopes. 
 
There are sporadic problems with dumping of litter along the northern boundary, 
but regular and widespread tipping of garden waste from the adjacent housing 
into the steep woodland slopes. 
 
6.4 Access  
Lloyds Coppice contains several footpaths, with the majority of them grouped in 
or around the eastern quarter. 
 
A non-definitive footpath runs almost the length of the woodland in an east-west 
direction, through the lower central slopes - it exits on to Wesley Road over a 
link on non-SGCT land. 
 
The definitive footpaths in the eastern quarter offer robust and well-used links 
from the northern plateau down into the eastern woodland and a link from the 
Coalport Road across to the Lloyds Road.  This latter route has been seen as a 
potential key section in a proposed Silkin Way to Lloyds riverside route, 
assuming suitable safe road crossings could be identified and created at 
relevant points.  Though only an outline proposal at this stage, this potential 
linkage could become an issue for future consideration if the relevant agencies 
can secure funding and deal with the significant planning and environmental 
issues involved. 
 
It is important to note that virtually all existing use of the access network is 
by local people rather than by visitors to the World Heritage Site. 
 
6.5 Potential for interpretation 
At present Lloyds Coppice carries very little fixed information within the site.  
Simple site name-posts with a welcome message and contact number for SGCT are 
located at access points. 
 
The rich cultural and land-use history of the site, particularly that still 
partly visible in the eastern section, suggest that there is much potential to 
use good interpretive material and techniques to tell the story of the Lloyds 
Coppice to people using the site.  Any fixed material (such as boards or panels) 
need to be simple, clear, unscientific in their style and approach and provoke 
the attraction, curiosity or interest of site users.  They should also be robust 
and use locally appropriate materials. 
 
There is also considerable potential to work with interested local people and 
organisations to discover more of the past history and significance of the hall 
site and the people that lived there. 
 



7.0 OBJECTIVES, LIMITS AND MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS FOR LLOYDS COPPICE. 
 
Lloyds Coppice is a significant and complex woodland site.  Appropriate long-
term management will safeguard its distinctive wildlife and landscape value.  
The eastern quarter offers opportunities to engage and involve people in the 
site through interpretation and to work with local people to find out more about 
its history.  
 
The main characteristics of Lloyds Coppice and the different factors that affect 
them have been outlined in previous sections of this plan.  This section aims to 
consider and balance them against the Trust's overall management objectives and 
to identify a clear set of management proposals for this site. 
 
These tasks will be monitored to see how they are meeting the Trust's objectives 
for Lloyds Coppice and to make sure that they are remain relevant and effective. 
 
The Forestry Commission's Woodland Grant Scheme and Woodland Improvement Grants 
are likely to offer the most appropriate structure for planning and implementing 
management work in Lloyds Coppice.  These schemes also offer targeted grant aid 
for approved work plans.  
 
The work that flows from these proposals will be monitored - we need to be sure 
that the work is meeting the Trust's objectives for Lloyds Coppice.  The 
objectives themselves need to be reviewed to ensure that they remain relevant 
and effective in future years. 
 
The entire plan will be reviewed regularly.  Firstly the plan will be reviewed 
annually to check that work identified in the plan for the year has been carried 
out. 
 
Secondly, a long-term review will be carried out every five years to determine: 
- are the aims and management objectives being met? 
- has the site and / or site issues changed? 
- are the original objectives still relevant for the site? 
 
 



A - EXTENSIVE ANCIENT SEMI-NATURAL WOODLAND WITH VARIED STAND TYPE AND STRUCTURE 
 
Objective - to maintain mixed broadleaf woodland throughout the existing wooded 
areas of Lloyds Coppice where; 
 
~  locally native and naturalised species are favoured in the long-term 
~  the principles of continuous cover forestry are applied, wherever 
 practical, given the constraints and limitations of the site and woodland 
 types 
~ any timber produced by planned management work that can be harvested 
 without compromising the site, is used to best value by SGCT, community 
 use, partner organisations or sold to an appropriate market 
~  liaison with SWT continues where ecological issues are identified during 
 the planning and implementation of management work and with IGMT where 
 archaeological issues are identified. 
~ the Forestry Commission's Woodland Grant Scheme and woodland Improvement 
 Grant schemes (or successive schemes) are used to best effect, to deliver 
 the Trust's management objectives and secure external funding where 
 appropriate. 
 
Management proposal; 
1. EASTERN QUARTER 
1.1 Thin entire zone on a ten year cycle, commencing 2002, aiming to transform 
stands to mixed size and species distribution over approximately two to three 
thinning cycles.  Sub-divide zone into smaller compartments thinned at different 
stages in ten year cycle to reduce overall impact. 
  
 Favour oak, ash, birch and cherry during thinning, retaining reduced 
proportions of sycamore.  Retain standing and fallen deadwood on site, wherever 
this does not present unreasonable risk to path users.   
  
 If timber can be harvested from accessible areas, use suitable low-impact 
working systems - log chute, horse or mini-forwarder depending on circumstances. 
 
 Where seeding-age sycamore is present in small poor quality stands, fell 
and poison stumps with glyphosate.  Grow on best quality sycamore stems to 
approximately 60 - 80 years before removal in ongoing thinning cycle. 
 
1.2 Use enrichment planting of main species (as above) to gradually replace 
sycamore, with heavier gap thinning to allow light levels for successful 
establishment of planting.  Weed and maintain until established.  Use locally-
sourced plant material where possible. 
 
1.3 Restock recently-felled (1998) plantation areas close to Coalport Road by 
natural regeneration where possible, aiming for ash, oak, birch and any locally 
native woody shrubs.  Supplement if necessary with enrichment planting of ash, 
cherry and oak. 
 
1.4 Control regeneration of sycamore and poplar suckers with glyphosate. 
 
1.5 Carry out tree surgery as necessary to prevent unreasonable risk to path 
users. 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle 
EASTERN QUARTER 
~ species / size distribution using representative sample plots 
~ estimate, by sampling, approximate deadwood volumes and establish 
 appropriate limits 
~ sycamore / poplar regrowth from cut stumps 
~ success of enrichment planting 
~ success of natural regeneration in former plantation areas 



~ recorded tree surgery responses to risk issues  
 
2.  NORTHERN SLOPE 
2.1 Apply limited intervention programme as first priority in short-term (up 
to 2002).  
 
2.2 If necessary, and after monitoring, consider small-scale selective / group 
felling and restocking programme.  Very low intensity removals where significant 
canopy gaps (0.2 ha. plus) are occurring frequently or likely to occur and these 
gaps are showing early regeneration of sycamore, poplar suckers or similar less-
desirable species.    
 
2.3 Use glyphosate to control invasive species and restock any small gaps with 
locally sourced tree material and weed / protect until established. 
 
2.4 Liaise with Telford and Wrekin Council over management of plantation strip 
north of Lloyds Coppice and adjacent to housing area. 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle 
NORTHERN SLOPE 
~ canopy gap creation rates 
~ species distribution in gaps 
~ control rate achieved with herbicide treatment of target species 
~ success of restocking where carried out 
    
3.  CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN SLOPES 
3.1 Establish fixed point quadrants for botanical survey in a representative 
number of former coppice plots- 2000. 
 
3.2 Carry out surveys in 2000, 2002 and 2004. 
 
3.3 Begin singling of two of the oldest coppice plots- 2005.    
 
3.4 Monitor canopy response and changes in ground flora, particularly field 
layer, in 2006, 2008 and 2010.  If canopy closure and field layer response is 
encouraging, extend singling through remaining coppice plots, cutting 2 x 
0.25ha. plots per year from 2010 to 2015, following sequence of cutting dates.  
If not, determine appropriate alternative approach to management of coppice.    
 



3.4.1 Rationale for future management of 1981-91 Coppice plots 
 1981-91 coppice plots - aim is to grow the accessible stands on towards 
high forest and begin to apply continuous cover principles.  At least 50% of the 
coppice coups are accessible and workable with low-impact equipment.  This will 
require monitoring the developing dense stands of coppice growth to determine 
when the intervention that is required to convert to high forest should be 
applied.  The multi-stemmed coppice stools will need to be singled - one or two 
stems are selected per stool to grow on, with the others cut away and removed 
from site if possible.  In most lowland coppice woods, singling or storing as it 
is also known, takes place at about 25 to 30 years depending on the species 
present.  It is a well-established and effective method of converting coppice to 
high forest and has been widely used in National Nature Reserves and Sites of 
Scientific Interest. 
 
 If the coppice stools are not either re-cut as coppice or singled and left 
to grow on, they are highly likely to grow on for possibly another 20 years or 
so until the stools start to break out and collapse, or the thin pole growth 
becomes crowded and shaded so that poles die back and the stools eventually die.   
   
 By the time singling is applied, the dense shade that will have been cast 
by the closed-canopy coppice is likely to have shaded out much of the bramble 
and sedge.  Though it will inevitably respond to the increased light levels 
present after thinning, the crowns of the singled stems will develop to close 
the canopy again after five to ten years.  
 
 Once the accessible areas of the coppice coups have been singled, the 
transition  to continuous cover can be started, with the aim of creating a range 
of size and age classes in the desirable range of species for the site.  
 
3.5 The inaccessible areas of the coppice coups should be managed as minimum-
intervention, with an appropriate monitoring programme developed to record and 
analyse the differences in the managed (singled / high forest / continuous 
cover) areas and the non-intervention areas. 
 
Monitoring - all on five-year cycle 
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN SLOPES 
~ fixed point quadrats established 
~ surveys carried out 
~ trial singling work carried out 
~ canopy / ground flora / field layer response surveys carried out and 
 evaluated 
~ future management approach determined, management proposals determined, 
 implemented, monitored. 
 
 



B - WOODLAND POOL 
Objective; to conserve the existing woodland pool at Lloyds Coppice where; 
~ the optimum area of still, open water is retained 
~ emergent vegetation is removed on a regular cycle 
~ shading by adjacent willow and alder is reduced by a regular cycle of 
 coppicing / pollarding 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1. Pollard or coppice willow and alder within 10 metre radius of the pool 
every five years, commence 1999 
 
2. Remove encroaching emergent vegetation every three years, commence 1999  
 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle 
~ alder / willow coppice and pollard work completed 
~ encroaching / emergent vegetation removed 
~ open water area maintained / extended by appropriate % 
~ amphibian population survey 
 
 
 
 
C - ACIDIC GRASSLAND 
Objective; to conserve the existing acidic grassland glades at Lloyds Coppice 
where; 
~ scrub invasion is reduced by a regular cycle of cutting and removing woody 
material 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Map and measure existing distribution of grassland, scrub, woodland 
vegetation. 
 
2. Cut grass area and encroaching woody vegetation every autumn, avoiding 
damage to anthills.  Remove cuttings from grassland.  Ongoing 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle 
~ distribution of grassland scrub and woodland vegetation 
~ Species composition of grassland vegetation 
 
 
 
 
 
 



D - ACCESS  
Objective; to manage the existing access network within Lloyds Coppice 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1. Maintain all existing path surfaces, corridors, waymarking and landscape 
furniture to an appropriate standard.  Includes regular litter removal from 
eastern paths and monthly inspection of signage / furniture.  Ongoing   
 
2. Continue to liaise with local authority highway section on potential 
strategic path links into and out of the eastern section of Lloyds Coppice.  
Ongoing 
   
 
Monitoring  
~ path surface, corridor, waymarking and furniture maintenance (annually) 
~ litter removal and condition of signage (monthly) 
~ strategic footpath links - review potential opportunities as appropriate. 
 
 
 
E - CULTURAL VALUE, INCLUDING ARCHAEOLOGY 
Objective; to manage the cultural value of Lloyds Coppice where; 
~ the origins, development and land-use history of the site is recorded  
~ appropriate physical remains are conserved, where this is feasible 
 
Management proposal; 
 
1. Identify conservation works to safeguard remaining hall cave store 
structures in eastern quarter.  Cost works, prepare conservation plan and seek 
funding from Trust and external grant aid if appropriate.  Commence winter 
1998/9 
 
2. Work with local history group and other interested groups / individuals to 
research history of the hall and its grounds.  Commence winter 1999/2000 
 
3. Work with Shropshire Geological Society to prepare information note on the 
instability and rotational slip at Lloyds Coppice.  Summer 1999 
 
 4.  Liaise with IGMT Archaeology Unit when archaeological issues are 
identified during planning and implementation of management work.  Ongoing 
 
Monitoring 
~ conservation works identified, investigated, planned and implemented if 
 feasible - determine monitoring / review programme to be developed on 
 project basis. 
~ local research opportunities developed (annually) 
~ geological note prepared 
~ archaeological liaison carried out as required 
 



F - LANDSCAPE VALUE 
Objective; to manage the landscape of Lloyds Coppice so that its external and 
internal landscape value is maintained 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Ensure wherever possible that external canopy break and skyline 
disturbance is minimised throughout all thinning and other management works.  
Ongoing 
     
2. Use planned thinning operations to create graded woodland edges to 
principal path corridors in the eastern quarter, plus small glades at path 
junctions.  Ongoing 
 
3. Use planned thinning operations to re-open viewpoint from north-eastern 
plateau.  Target sycamore in removals.  2002 onwards. 
 
Monitoring - all on five year cycle 
~ number of canopy breaks / skyline disturbances 
~ glades created / graded edges along principal eastern path corridors 
~ viewpoint re-opened 
 
 
 
G - INVASIVE SPECIES 
Objective; reduce existing extent of Japanese Knotweed and prevent further 
recolonisation 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Monitor extent of Japanese Knotweed annually.  Ongoing 
2. Continue to use cutting and glyphosate application to control and reduce 
presence of Japanese Knotweed.  Mechanical cutting during early / mid summer, 
chemical treatment July / August.  Ongoing. 
 
Monitoring 
~ extent of Japanese Knotweed - annually 
 
 
   
H - POTENTIAL FOR INTERPRETATION 
Objective; to convey the environmental and historical significance of Lloyds 
Coppice to people using the site and to provide a sense of welcome and 
accessibility 
 
Management proposal 
1. Research, plan, design and install interpretive material for the Engine 
House site  
 
2. Research, plan, design and install appropriate low-key interpretive 
material for the hall site and cave stores.  1999/ 2000. 
 
Monitoring 
~ Engine House interpretation installed - 1999 
~ Hall / cave store interpretation installed - 2000   



I - MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW 
 
Objective - carry out regular annual review of the Lloyds Coppice management 
plan. 
 
Management proposal; 
1. Check that planned tasks for review year have been carried out. 
 
2. Amend following year's work programme as necessary. 
 
Monitoring - all annually  
~ annual review carried out. 
 
 
 
Objective - carry out long - term review of the Lloyds Coppice management plan. 
Management proposal; 
1. Check that individual management objectives are being met. 
 
2. Check that the Trust's overall aims are being met. 
 
3. Identify whether the site or site issues have changed. 
 
4. Identify relevant new information that may have come to light. 
 
5. Amend the plan to accommodate changes required from 1-4 above 
 
 
Monitoring - every five years  
~ long term review carried out. 
~ amendments / changes made where relevant 
 



8.0 RESPONSES TO PUBLIC CONSULTATION COMMENTS 
 The following points were raised during the public consultation process. 
 
i. Urges that SGCT make strongest possible representation for removal of 
Lloyds Coppice from the DETR Derelict Land Register.  
 
ii. Stresses the role and significance of rotational slumping and the soil 
creep and pools associated with it.  Emphasises the significance of W7 stand 
type in Shropshire. 
 
iii. Suggests that northern slope is left to its own devices apart from 
intervention to reduce aspen / poplar.   
 
iv Central / southern areas should be either non-intervention or singling the 
coppice.  Suggests that coppice could be left to self-thin, but if singling is 
the preferred option, proceed sooner rather than delay to 2005 as proposed.  
Suggests that we already have enough ecological information and experience to 
predict effect of singling.  
 
v. Rest of slope woodland can be left to develop as a mature wet woodland.  
 
vi. Monitoring needs to recognise the importance of the three NVC communities 
present.  Could be done simply on a 5-yearly basis, recording NVC boundaries on 
a plan.  Also needs to include some assessment of key notable plant species. 
 
vii Coppice plots - asks about species mix and timing / distribution of future 
regeneration / replanting coups. 
 
viii. Geology - are there concerns regarding land movement and liabilities that 
could arise from it?  Are there practical precautions / contingencies that could 
be included in the plan? 
 
The Trust's response to these points were:- 
   
i. Agree that Trust should consider applying for removal of Lloyds Coppice 
from Derelict Land register. 
 
ii. This code relates to the National Vegetation Classification.  NVC is a 
method of analysing and describing typical groups or associations of plant 
species that are indicative of a certain overall habitat type. 
 
 NVC references were deliberately excluded from the existing SGCT approach 
to management planning to keep the language and information straight forward and 
non-technical. 
 
 The significance of W7 stand type is noted, as is future role of NVC 
categories for monitoring. 
 
iii. Partially agree - monitoring will reveal need for future intervention. 
 
iv. Note comments regarding lack of need for more monitoring but emphasise the 
need for an up-to-date but simple baseline survey before singling takes place.  
This could be achieved through planned Wildlife Site Management Brief review 
planned for 1999/2000. 
 
 Condition and growth stage of most of the coppice coups suggests that 
delaying the start of singling to 2005 will give better results and a more 
effective transfer towards desired high forest type conditions. 
 
v. This is likely to be the effect of the management proposals in the plan. 
 



vi. See comments above on NVC.  Key plant species and their role in monitoring 
can be reflected in later draft. 
 
vii. Species mix will reflect key locally native and naturalised species, 
working to reduce sycamore, poplar and aspen where feasible.  Distribution of 
regeneration coups will be driven by  
 a) response to earlier management  
 b) landscape issues, using FC lowland landscape guidelines. 
 
viii. Land movement is one of the principal factors driving the development and 
change of Lloyds Coppice - massive movement could occur in the foreseeable 
future, with consequent liabilities for SGCT and Telford and Wrekin Council as 
freeholders. 
 
 In realistic terms, there are unlikely to be practical precautions / 
contingencies that can be planned for. 
 
 









Appendix A 
 
LLOYDS COPPICE - Management work record 
 
PHYSICAL 
1. Control of Japanese Knotweed in eastern quarter (Summer 1992 and 1994) 
2. Remove encroaching vegetation from pool (1994) 
3. Thinning of sycamore-dominated woodland area in eastern quarter (1994) 
4.  Renovate existing steps and footpath (1996) 
5. Coppice / pollard pool-side willow (1996) 
6.  Definitive footpaths signed and waymarked (1997) 
7.  Hybrid poplar and western red cedar plantation areas felled in eastern 
section, adjacent to Coalport Road entrance (1998) 
8.   Japanese knotweed control on roadside boundary due south west of Engine 
House site (1998) 
9. Tree surgery - safety work adjacent to footpaths (1992-date) 
 
SURVEY/MONITORING 
1.  Lloyds Coppice surveyed in SGCT Breeding Bird Survey (1995) 
2.  Pool surveyed and assessed for amphibian value in SGCT Wetland Site 
Assessment (1997) 
 
OTHER 
1.  SGCT / SWT Environmental Education Project - 1995.  
 Involved several local schools- William Reynolds, Dark Lane-Broseley, 
Madeley Court, Ironbridge & Coalbrookdale. 
 
2.  Engine house site stabilised through Derelict Land Grant works - organised 
and implemented by Wrekin Council.  Footpath link from Coalport Road westwards 
through to Engine House upgraded and minor conservation work carried out on 
former hall cave stores (1996) 
 
 



Appendix B 
Woodland Management principles 
Many of the principles and potential advantages of selection and continuous 
cover woodland management systems are desirable in woodlands with high access, 
landscape or wildlife values.  This is because they tend to use smaller-scale 
work operations, aim to use natural regeneration where feasible, are less 
disruptive in terms of landscape and wildlife and can have less impact on 
recreation and the general local environment e.g. extraction routes, paths or 
roads.      
 
The requirements of selection systems are high compared to simpler coppice or 
clearfell systems - they need highly skilled management, the use of specialist 
contractors and equipment and a very long term commitment to transform woods so 
that they are multi-aged and have structural diversity.  These systems generally 
need good working access and relatively level slopes. 
 
The best established examples of continuous cover and selection systems in both 
Europe and the UK rely on the use and manipulation of mixtures of light 
demanding species ( e.g. oak, ash, larch, pine) and shade tolerant species (e.g. 
beech, hornbeam, firs, cedars and hemlock ).  Most of these species are clearly 
alien to Lloyds Coppice.  These species and site requirements suggest it would 
be inappropriate, if not impossible, to apply a 'classic' selection or 
continuous cover approach to managing Lloyds Coppice.  
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